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Tutorial
Using RNK Stick-Stitch-Tear®
Pressure Sensitive Tearaway
Tutorial By: Limenitis Designs

Sailor Senshi Cosplay Tutorial

Designer
Series

Using RNK Stick-Stitch-Tear® Tearaway
Tutorial by Limenitis Designs
Supplies:
*Sailor Senshi pattern
*White all way stretch fabric
*White Fleece
*Clear Elastic
*Cotton fabric in your choice of two colors
for skirt and bows.
*Scissors
*Machine Needles: size 14 Regular and size
14 Ballpoint
*Stick-Stitch-Tear® Tearaway
*Ruler
*Fabric pen or marker
*Sewing pins
*Two invisible zippers
*Snaps
*Hand needle
*Sewing thread in matching colors
*Stitch Perfection Tape

Stick-Stitch-Tear Tearaway
Stick-Stitch-Tear® is a stabilizer that supports most
fabrics, like the stretch fabric used in this tutorial. It is a
firm yet flexible stabilizer that helps with quality stitching
and no residue build up or gummy needles.
For this tutorial you will be using the stabilizer to help
reinforce the seams as you sew.
Stick-Stitch-Tear® comes in black only in 12” X 10Yards
and 15” X 10 Yards
Tear-Away stabilizers are great as they are lightweight and
come in several weights, softness, and colors. They
“Stabilize” the fabric you are working with, and can then
be easily removed by simply tearing them away.
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Making the strips
Lay the Stick-Stitch-Tear® out flat, marking with
a ruler 1/4”wide, creating 1/4” wide strips.
Use scissors, rotary cutter, or other cutting device
to cut strips.
You will need a large number of these strips as
they will be used for most seams.
Using Stick-Stitch-Tear®
This stabilizer has an adhesive backing which allows
positioning it securely to the fabric in the specific
stitching areas.
All way and 4 way stretch fabrics could move as you
sew. Using the Stick-Stitch-Tear® stabilizer will
help hold the fabric in place. You might also need
pins or RNK Sew Perfection Tape to add to that hold.
Always place the stabilizer on the top of the
fabric to be stitch and on the edge of the fabric.
Look at photo for example.

Stretch stitch
For most of this project you will need to use
a stretch stitch, which are designed to allow the seam
to stretch along with the fabric without seams popping,
or stitches breaking.
.
This is a stitch that is commonly used when working
with stretch fabrics.
For this project use that stitch that looks like
a lightning bolt. On this machine it is Number 18
as shown in photo.
Note: Some seams will require more than one strip of the Stick-Stitch-Tear®
Before beginning, make sure to read through all directions from the pattern you have chosen.
Follow directions on fabric yardage and all notions.
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Ballpoint needles
Ballpoint needles have rounded points of varying
degrees that are mostly used when sewing on knit and
fabrics that stretch.

Before you start
Lay the pattern out according to directions,
following the grain line and stretch markings.
Pay close attention to the leotard pattern, there may
be arrows that say to place where
“Stretch” is greatest

Using the fabric pen trace around the pattern size
needed. Make sure to transfer all pattern markings
onto the WRONG side of fabric.
Carefully cut out each piece needed for pattern
from all materials. Lycra/ Spandex (or other 4 way
stretch) used for the leotard, cotton, or other fabric
of choice for the skirt, collar, and bows.
Edging the fabric
In order to make the piece last longer edge all
pieces EXCEPT the leotard pieces
Using the zigzag stitch on the machine
go around the outside border of each pattern
piece, edging them.
Repeat for all pieces; Skirt, collar, bows
* An overlock can be used for this as well.
* Some fabrics such as knits and fleeces do not
have to be edged as they do not
unravel easily.
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Working with stretch fabrics
Working with any kind of stretch fabric can be tricky. There are a few
things you will need to do before you start to sew.
1.
2.
3.

Change to a ballpoint needle in your home sewing machine.
Set the stitch style to a stretch stitch
Determine correct seam allowance, 1/4” will be used in the
construction of this garment.

You will use a stretch stitch for all seams of the stretch fabrics, unless
otherwise instructed. The stretch stitch used in this tutorial will look
like a lightning bolt. Refer to your machine manual to locate the stretch
stitch on your machine.
Bodysuit, Leotards, and other patterns that call for the use of stretch
fabrics to make a form fitting piece normally use a 1/4 seam allowance.
Please keep that in mind when making any alterations to patterns and
while sewing.
Building the armor
Starting with the armor piece place RIGHT sides together.
Place stabilizer on top of fabric, following
along the outer edge.
Using a stretch stitch, Stick-Stitch-Tear® strip and a
ballpoint needle, sew seam
utilizing the correct seam allowance. Repeat for all seams.
Once seam is sewn remove stabilizer following
directions for Stick-Stitch-Tear®. Stabilizer may
come off in multiple pieces
Building the leotard
Repeat all the steps from the armor piece for the leotard.
With RIGHT sides together, place the Stick-Stitch-Tear®
strip on top of the fabric at the edge.
Stitch each shoulder and side seams and remove all stabilizer.
Both pieces will have a shoulder seam and a side seam that
will be sewn accordingly.
4
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Attaching the armor
Turn the Leotard RIGHT side out.
Place the armor on the inside of the leotard, making
sure to place RIGHT side to WRONG side.
With correct seam allowance,
sew around the neckline attaching the armor
piece to the leotard piece.
Sewing the ‘V’
Place the Stick-Stitch-Tear® strip on the top of
fabric and at the edge. Stretch stitch sew, stopping
at the center of the front V neckline.
Using a stretch stitch sew around the neckline,
stopping at the center of the front V neckline. With
needle in down position, lift pressure foot and turn
fabric. Lower pressure foot and complete sewing
seam.
Clip the center of the “V” close to the stitching
Remove all stabilizer when finished sewing.

Understitching
Place a strip of Stick-Stitch-Tear® on the top of
area to be *understitched. Sew understitching with
stretch stitch.
Understitch the armor piece. This keeps the armor
on the inside of the leotard while keeping the
stitching from showing on the outside.
Remove stabilizer.
*Understitching—with WRONG side upwards,
sew 1/8th inch way from the seam line, through the
lining and/or facing and seam allowances. This
stitched line is close to the edge of a facing to keep
it from rolling towards the outside.
5
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Connecting the pieces
Turn the armor RIGHT side out, overlapping
on the top of the leotard. WRONG side of
armor will be to the RIGHT side of the leotard
Matching armor and leotard armholes, zigzag
stitch them together around the edges, sewing
the armor and leotard together. Look at photo
for example.
Repeat this on the back of the leotard.
Note: This step will not need to use any
stabilizer.

Hemming the armor
Make a rolled hem to finish attaching the
armor to the leotard.
Line up armor and leotard, matching
shoulder and side seams ensuring the
pieces lay flat and even. Armor and
leotard should hang even looking like a
single piece when finished
Place Stitch Perfection Tape on to the
RIGHT side of the bottom edge of the
armor piece. Press down lightly to make
sure tape is sticking to the fabric. Peal
backing off Stitch Perfection Tape.
Fold fabric under and gently press down
so that it sticks to the leotard.
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Finishing the armor
Place Stick-Stitch-Tear strip® on the WRONG
side of leotard, lining up where you are going to
stitch. If needed, use a marking pen or marker to
make a line to follow. Line up armor and leotard,
matching shoulder, side seams and back ensuring
the pieces lay flat and even. Armor and leotard
should hang even looking like a single
piece when finished
Sew armor down to leotard on the RIGHT side
using a ballpoint needle and a normal straight
stitch, creating the rolled hem on the armor and
attaching armor to leotard at the same time.
Remove all stabilizer.
Finished look should lay flat and smooth.

Front View

Back View
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Building the sleeves
To build sleeves cut two pieces of the stretch fabric for
each sleeve, one for each sleeve and one for each sleeve
lining. Cut 2 sleeves out of fleece fabric for batting.
Place WRONG side of sleeve fabric to the fleece fabric.
Mark on the back of the fleece two lines across the
sleeve, approximately 2” apart as shown in photo 2.

1

Stitch down using a ballpoint needle and a normal
non-stretch straight stitch. Repeat on second sleeve.
Place sleeve linings to embellished sleeves,
RIGHT sides together.
On the sleeve hem edge, directly on top of the hem
seam line place a strip of Stick-Stitch-Tear® stabilizer.

2

Using a stretch stitch, sew a 1/4 inch seam allowance
across the sleeve as shown in photo 4.
Turn WRONG sides out and place the sleeve’s side
seams RIGHT sides together as shown in photo 5.
Place a strip of Stick-Stitch-Tear® stabilizer across the
edge of the fabric in the seam line and sew across using
a stretch stitch.
Remove all stabilizer. Turn sleeves right sides out.

3

4

5
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Finishing the sleeves
With RIGHT sides out use a zigzag stitch and sew the two
sleeve edges together.
Your sleeve will now have a finished and smooth look with
no stitching showing in the final piece.
Turn the leotard inside out, with WRONG side showing.
Pin the sleeve into the armhole of the leotard matching side
seams. Make sure to line up the sleeve correctly so that it
fits in the armhole as shown in photo 2.

1

Place a strip of the Stick-Stitch-Tear® on to the top of the
fabric near the edge.
Using a stretch stitch, ease and sew around the seam using
correct seam allowance as shown in photo 3.
Remove all stabilizer from the sleeve, remembering to
clean any extra pieces that were left behind.
Repeat this for other sleeve.

2

Turn leotard and sleeves RIGHT side out.

Finished Sleeve

3
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Adding the bottom
Place RIGHT sides together for bottom.
Place strip of Stick-Stitch-Tear® on top of
fabric on the edge.
Using a stretch stitch sew both side seams
using a 1/4 inch seam allowance.
Remove stabilizer. Turn RIGHT side out.
With RIGHT sides together place the bottom
of the leotard to the hip of the leotard
matching side seams and center front V.
Place a strip of Stick-Stitch-Tear® on top at
the edge of fabric, making sure to go along
the whole seam as shown in photo 2.
Using a stretch stitch and a 1/4 inch seam
allowance attach the bottom to the top
of the leotard.
Note: Some seams will require more than one
strip of the Stick-Stitch-Tear®
Place stabilizer along edge of fabric, cutting
away any excess stabilizer. Set excess aside,
making sure to keep its backing on.
This can be used for shorter seams or other
projects later on.
Line up crotch seam, place a strip of
Stick-Stitch-Tear® on edge and with stretch
stitch, sew seam.
Remove all stabilizers.
10
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Adding the elastic
Leotards and other cosplays that use any
form of stretch fabric, or active wear
fabric use clear elastic.
To find the right amount of elastic to use
take the elastic itself and put it around
your upper thigh. Make sure to pull it
tight to get a good fit, but not too tight as
it needs to be comfortable.
Cut two pieces, one for each leg hole.
Using a stretch zigzag stitch and ballpoint needle sew the clear elastic on to
the WRONG side of the leg hole.
Remember to stretch the elastic as you
sew to gather the fabric down to fit the
size of your elastic.
Fold over and sew using the stretch
zigzag stitch once more to incase the
elastic in the fabric.
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Building the skirt
To make the skirt you will need a piece
that is 10-12 inches wide by a length that when pleated
fits the fitted waist band.
Shown here are pleats which are in a 2 inches
and 3 inches pattern.

2

3

2

3

Start by finding the middle of the fabric. This will
become the center front of the skirt.

2

For this tutorial the skirt piece is 12 inches wide
by 65 inches long.

Skirt
Middle

Fold pleats following arrows on guide.
Use sewing pins to hold each pleat in place as you move
from one end of the skirt to the other.

3

2

3

2

To make the pleats use an iron with the proper
temperature setting according to the skirt fabric.

3

Using starch for pleats
Using starch with an iron is necessary to create pleats
which last longer and look sharper.
Set your ironing board up with heat resistant products
to keep the board and your project safe.
Use the lines as your guide as to where to iron.
Fold each line and iron them. Spray with starch
and iron again.
Follow all arrows and markers as to which way
to fold pleats. Iron the pleats, spray with starch,
then iron again.

*Working with Starch requires the use
of steam. Work carefully as steam from an iron
can cause injury.
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Building the skirt continued
Once all pleats are in the skirt you will need
to tack the pleats down.
Mark 2 inches down from the top of the skirt.
Sew from the bottom of the mark to the top
of the skirt as shown.
DO NOT tack down the last two back pleats.
This is for the zipper and will use the pleat
as the seam allow-ance.
Finish the skirt by sewing the back seam together
at the bottom and up 3 inches. Leave the top back
open for the zipper.

Tip: Use machine embroidery thread to tack the pleats
down. These tacks will be seen on the outside of the
skirt and the thread will give it a polished look.

Making the “V”
The skirt will need to fit the same shape as the bottom
of the leotard.
Pin pattern over the top of the skirt, matching side
seams. Cut away excess as shown, creating the V.
Remove pattern.
To insure the pleats do not come apart stitch around
the edge of the fabric, 1/4” seam allowance.

13
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Building the hip roll
Create 2 hip rolls with one piece each of white all way
stretch and one piece of white fleece. The length is
determined by measuring the top of the skirt edge from
the middle of the V (center of skirt) around this top
edge to the middle back seam, adding 1”. Use this
measurement for the length and 5” for the width. Cut 2
pieces of each fabric with these measurements.
Place WRONG side of stretch fabric to RIGHT
side of fleece.
Lycra

Fold the strip in half with the fleece encased within the
stretch fabric and pin.
Place a strip of the Stick-Stitch-Tear® on top of the
folded hip roll. Make sure to place it on the edge.

Fleece

Using a stretch stitch sew a 1/4 inch seam allowance
on top edge.
Repeat the same method for the other hip roll.
The skirt and roll front and back seams form a “V”
shape. Cut a left side and a right side 45° angle from
the end of each hip roll piece as shown for the front V.
Zigzag angled edges closed as shown.
Place both pieces together, making sure
to place RIGHT sides together.
Stitch front V together as shown.
Sew slowly as this is a thick seam and adjust the pieces
under the pressure foot as needed.

14
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Attaching the hip roll to the skirt
Placing right sides together start in the middle front
of the V of the skirt and the V of the hip roll,
working from the front to the back, pin hip roll to
skirt. Pin both left and right sides.
Match the back center edge of the hip roll with the
skirt back center seam. Cut any excess off the hip
roll, matching the same angle of the skirt.
Zigzag edge of hip roll.
Place strip of Stick-Stitch-Tear® on top and edge
of the hip roll fabric. Using a 3/8 inch seam
allowance, along with a regular needle sew
the hip roll to the skirt.
Remove the stabilizer.
Turn the whole skirt right side out.

Hemming the skirt
Finish with a rolled hem.
Stitch the hem using a regular needle and a normal
straight stitch.
Using Stitch Perfection Tape will help make the hem
have a clean and smooth look when finished.
Tip: Want to make your piece stand out? Try using some
machine embroidery thread and decorative stitch above
the hem.

15
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Building the collar
Cut 1 piece for the collar and one piece for the collar
lining. With a marking pen make a mark where each
detailed line goes on the collar. Each mark is 5/8 inch
away from one another and is 1/2 inch away from the
5/8 inch seam allowance on the edge of the collar.
Always double check your reference photo
to see how many stripes you need to add.
This tutorial will use three.
Once each stripe is drawn on to the collar place strips
of Stick-Stitch-Tear® on the back, making sure that
when you sew the detail is in the center of the
stabilizer. Look at photo for reference.
For the details use machine embroidery thread
and a zigzag stitch. You will change
the stitch to: W:4.0 and L:0.5.
Start at the top end of the collar where it goes in to the
neckline and make your way around each marked line.
Note: Remember when sewing corners you need to
stop with the needle down to make a 90° degree turn.
Once all detailed lines are stitched out remove
the stabilizer and any excess that may
have been left behind.
Placing RIGHT sides together sew around the
neckline, down both sides, and bottom of the collar,
leaving an opening in the middle of the bottom.
Clip the corners and the curve of the neckline before
turning RIGHT sides out.
Press the collar to help make it lay flat.
Topstitch around the collar. This will help it lay
properly and will close the opening at the bottom.
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Finishing the collar
Using the leotard as your guide, mark where the
collar rest on it. This will be where the four snaps
are sewn into place.
As shown in photo 1
The four snaps will be placed on the “V” of the
neckline and on each middle shoulder seam.
As shown in photo 2
Attach collar by snapping in place.

1
2
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Building the bows
For the bows cut two pieces of the fabric
each 40” x 12”
Fold the fabric in half, length wise. Make sure
to keep RIGHT sides together.
Sew along all edges with 3/8” seam allowance leaving
an opening in the middle seam part way down.
Turn RIGHT side out and press.
Hand stitch opening closed.
Find the middle of the long strip. Fold half the strip
towards the middle. Then fold the strip in half again,
this time folding out towards the edge. Repeat this on
the other side.
Using a hand needle and matching thread make a
gathering stitch along the inside fold near the center.
Do this on both sides.
Pull the threads, gathering the fabric into a bow.
Pull the ends down at an angle to make
the tails of the bow.
On the back of the front bow sew two snaps in
the center to attach to the leotard front.
On the back bow you will sew two snaps hidden inside
the loops of the bow on either side. These snaps will
attach to the snaps on the back middle of the skirt,
going over the invisible zipper.

18
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Finishing the front bow
Attach front bow by
snapping into place.
Note: Make sure to have the
color snapped into place
first to find the right spot for
bow snap placement.

To finish the front bow
sew two snaps on the
inside of the bow as
shown in photo 1

1

Sew the other part of the
snap to the leotard front
as shown in photo 2

2
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Adding the zippers
Both the leotard and skirt call for invisible
zippers to be placed in them.
Invisible zippers have very fine teeth that make
up the coils. When used in garment construction, and in this case Cosplay, it makes the
zipper invisible by hiding it in a seam.
Start with the leotard. Using Stitch Perfection
Tape place a strip down the open seam
on the back of the leotard.
Peal the backing away and place
the invisible zipper down according
to invisible zipper directions.
You will want to use an invisible zipper foot
for this part. It will make things much easier.
The invisible zipper foot will unroll the coils
as you sew, while the needle will stitch as
close as possible to the zipper itself.
Use a ballpoint needle when sewing the
invisible zipper to the leotard. You do NOT
need to use a stretch stitch for this.
Invisible Zipper
Foot

Repeat the same steps on the other side of the
leotard back zipper.
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Add Invisible zipper to skirt

You will need to do the same thing
for the skirt.
Change the sewing machine needle out
to a regular needle for the skirt. Make
sure to change sewing and bobbin
thread to match the color
of the skirt as well.
Follow the same directions for putting
in the invisible zipper.
The final pleats that you did
not fold in the back make up where
the zipper goes, and when zipped
it will make the seam and final
pleats to complete the skirt.
On both the leotard and skirt you will
need to hand sew the taps of the
zippers down. Unzip both the skirt
and leotard, fold the taps down
then stitch into place.
Repeat this for the zipper on the
leotard and the zipper on the skirt.
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Using RNK Stick-Stitch-Tear®
Pressure Sensitive Tearaway
Tutorial By: Limenitis Designs

Sailor Senshi Cosplay Tutorial
Using RNK Stick-Stitch-Tear® Tearaway
Tutorial by Limenitis Designs

Finishing the back bow
The back bow will look the same as
the font bow. When snapped into
place it will overlap the zipper,
hiding the pull tab

1

Sew one side of snap to
the outside of the skirt as
shown in photo 1

Sew other part of snap to
the inside of the back bow
as shown in photo 2

2
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Sailor Senshi Cosplay Tutorial
Using RNK Stick-Stitch-Tear®
Pressure Sensitive Tearaway
Tutorial By: Limenitis Designs

Using RNK Stick-Stitch-Tear® Tearaway
Tutorial by Limenitis Designs

Finished Front

Finished Back
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